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Society is Now Shifting into a Sustainable Packaging & Material Economy

Sustainability-marketed products delivered
54.7% of CPG market growth (2015-2019)...

2021 NYU Stern CSB Sustainable Market Share Index™

Despite representing only 16.1% share of
product categories, by $ amount in 2019
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Sustainably-marketed products also grew 7.1x faster
than products not marketed as sustainable.

Total Market 4-YR CAGR:
1.56%

Sustainably-marketed products Category Conventionally-marketed products

Conventionally-marketed
4-YR CAGR:

0.83%

Sustainability-marketed
4-YR CAGR:

5.86%



of consumers among younger generations

showed a willingness to pay more for

sustainable packaging.

83% 75%

of Millennials are willing to pay more for

an environmentally sustainable product,

with Gen X willing to pay the most.

68%

of consumers are retained when brand

and personal values align. The 2nd highest

reason consumers return to a brand is its

sustainable/ethical business practices. 

GREENPRINT 2020 BUSINESS OF
SUSTAINABILITY INDEX

2021 TRIVIUM PACKAGING GLOBAL
BUYING GREEN REPORT

2019 CGS RETAIL AND
SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY

77% of Americans are concerned about the environmental impact of products they buy.*



The Role of Sustainability in Customer Retention

47%
Consumers are choosing to buy from brands

they believe are doing environmental good.

2017 Unilever, N=20,000 consumers
research report, across 5 countries

1   3in

Of consumers are willing to pay more

for a sustainable product, with 1 in 3

willing to pay 25% more.

CustomerThink, 2019 CGS Retail and
Sustainability Survey

5X
The cost of acquiring new customers

over retaining existing ones.

 (Alan E. Webber, "B2B Customer Experience Priorities
In An Economic Downturn: Key Customer Usability

Initiatives In A Soft Economy," 2008)

68%
Of consumers say they're motivated

to be loyal to a brand by knowing that

they share the same values.

CustomerThink, 2019 CGS Retail and
Sustainability Survey



The Bottom Line

Despite increased cost associations with sustainable packaging, brands that offer sustainable alternatives to
plastic can increase net sales by 2-4% and improve EBIT by 1-2.5%. 

2015 Stora Enso Division Packaging Solutions, Fourth Viewpoint Report on Packaging Trends
Sid Probstein, DestinationCRM: "Listen to the Voice of the Customer" (2009)
2017 Unilever, N=20,000 consumers research report, across 5 countries
 As named by investment magazine Barron's, 2017

A 2 percent increase in customer retention has the same effect on profits as cutting costs by 10 percent.

There is a $1.1 trillion estimated market opportunity for brands that make their sustainability credentials clear.

The 100 most sustainable companies in the United States enjoyed share price growth of 29% in 2017, compared
to 22% for the S&P 500 Index.



"The 2018 Global Sustainability Index Institute Report looked at the number of
sustainable development goal statements in the annual reports of 400 of the
world’s largest businesses and found that sustainability goals had more than

doubled. The reasons for the increase? Company performance benefitted, and
stakeholders were interested in sustainability."

- BillerudKorsnäs Packaging Solutions

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d97ebd_6d5b45b10a0e497090d8772501f5e717.pdf


Top Suggestions on Increasing Sustainably-marketed Product Sales, 
Based on Consumer Data Reports (and pitfalls to avoid)

Avoid Greenwashing

Using loose or false sustainability claims can negatively impact a business's reputation. As a result, the business can suffer from a loss
of sales and be perceived as dishonest in the public eye. Greenwashing can also misdirect well-intentioned customers from truly
sustainable purchasing decisions, and continue to contribute to negative environmental impacts, such as recycling contamination.

Clearly Identify Sustainable Attributes on Labels

Although consumers report being influenced by sustainability initiatives, many do not notice these claims on packaging, according to a
2018 study from QuadPackaging and Package Insight, which contributes to ineffective marketing towards target audiences. Consumers
are not only willing to pay more for sustainable packaging, but also to buy more if the sustainable identification is clearly accessible.

Education & Environmental Stewardship

Consumers are likely to very likely to support clear sustainability benefits when brands help them act sustainably themselves. Consumers
that feel a connection to brands via shared values are 6x more likely to recommend a product than conventionally-packaged products.

Active Leadership

Partnering with other sustainable organizations as a collective endeavor shows good business practices, reduces total carbon footprint,
and increases sustainable packaging offerings to better serve customer needs. Consumers are increasingly seeking out CSR and ethical
business practices when making purchasing decisions.



Sustainable, Compliant Packaging Solutions for the Circular Waste Economy

Marine-degradable and multi-channel compostable material options to best fit your
packaging performance, cost, and quality needs.

Concept design to full-scale production, toll manufacturing capabilities with white
labelling and Good Manufacturing Processes. New product launch.

Regulatory compliance erudition across a broad range of industries, from poison
prevention and FDA approval to child resistant packaging.

Floor technicians with vast biomaterial experience and quality assurance protocols
to produce consistent bioproducts under lean manufacturing principles.

Dedicated partner in sustainability committed to producing renewable packaging for
full-circle return systems through CEEPS* and take responsibility for what we produce.

*Celise Environmental Exposure Prevention System (CEEPS)



Product Case Study: HCM01 116mm Pre-Roll Containers

Made from a blend of pre-certified compostable materials designed to
achieve home and commercial compostability

Offers a unique biomaterial combination of strength, durability, and
performance with improved heat tolerance and extended shelf-life

Naturally opaque, off-white color with distinctive matte texture to stand
out on the shelf and differentiate from plastic counterparts

Product-market fit to bridge the sustainability-cost gap between plastic and
other material solutions, widening sustainable accessibility to brands

Certified child resistant & senior friendly living hinge, snap-fit top feature

Intended for Deposit Return Systems (DRS) in a circular packaging
economy and internally responsible waste management



GMP In Action



More Than A Manufacturer

Sales team support, workshops, and terminology guides to help clearly
communicate sustainable values of new packaging to customers

Dedicated to creating a full-circle packaging return & internal compost
system for all of our customers to take responsibility for what we produce

Corporate ESG and CSR assistance with carbon deduction, neutral, and
negative renewable material options

Cross-industry packaging to serve a variety of performance and practicality
needs, including new product design to optimize cubic capacity

Rooted biomaterial know-how for packaging material replacements
without compromising quality, performance, or content freshness



We'll work with your team to manufacture
your packaging in sustainable form or
take a new idea from concept to DFM to
full-scale production & packaging.

Concept to Creation
Every step of the way, CBP is committed to
our mission in replacing traditional plastic
with high-performing renewable, full-circle
biomaterials. 

Send us your existing mold, concepts, or
general packaging quality needs. We'll aid
your team in bringing your packaging to
life, factoring in biomaterial performance,
heat tolerance, shelf-life and regulatory
compliance. 

HCM01 116mm Pre-Roll Containers

30 Dram Container CRC
Molds available for nearly every dram size from 8-64
12+ applicable biomaterial options to serve a wide variety
of performance capabilities, textures, and cost ranges



Packaging Source (CBP)1.

2. Packaging Location

3. Point of Sale (ex: Dispensary) 4. Area of Escape

5. Return to P.o.S. and deposit
packaging in return box

6. Collections are returned to
the Packaging Source

7. After sterilization, packaging is reused or
diverted to an internal compost system

CEEPS

Celise Environmental
Exposure Prevention

System

How compostable packaging works in an internally
responsible waste management system



RETURNS

Systemic Transformation to a Truly Circular Packaging Economy

CEEPS is a process-oriented organizational business model founded on the principles of full-circle renewability and
corporate environmental stewardship. CEEPS is designed to: (1) drastically reduce the chance of improper disposal of
our packaging once it leaves a point of sale, (2) recoup all of our packaging to reduce resource consumption and reuse
as much as possible to lower costs, and (3) compost unusable packaging, either internally or in partnership with
community compost facilities, to start the cycle over again. CEEPS engages all aspects of the supply chain to promote
the responsible disposal of our packaging with minimal intervention from any one party.

It Starts with Renewables

Bio-based, multi-channel compostable
products are best equipped for a circular

packaging economy. Escapes from the
system further minimize negative

environmental impact.

Deposit Return System

A DRS collection box at high-traffic retention
locations (i.e. dispensaries, pharmacies)
enables both customer return incentives

and convenience.

Circular Packaging

Collections from the DRS undergo a
sterilization & QA process. Like-new

returns are reused, and less-than new
are diverted to internal composting.

Internal Composting

Diverted returns are sent to an internal
composting system, where our products

will break down responsibly. 

Usable Compost

After the composting period for our
products, we'll sell the end product to
agricultural and retail outlets to come

full-circle and grow new organics.



Why Brands are Making the Sustainable Packaging Shift Today 

1. Sustainable packaging shows corporate social responsibility

2. Retailers expect sustainability from brands they carry

3. Consumers are increasingly eco-conscious in purchasing decisions

4. Customers are actively seeking out brands that help them, in turn,  act sustainably

5. Sustainable practices are helping bottom lines, rather than harming them

Customers today resonate more strongly with businesses that actively commit to corporate ESGs
and contribute to overall environmental health. 

Retailer Target in 2017 announced five new sustainable packaging goals, citing customer expectations
as the primary inspiration. Since the goals were announced, Target saw revenue grow from $69.5 billion
in 2017 to $75.36 billion in 2019.

63% of consumers today report looking for sustainable labels or certification stamps on packaging
before making a purchasing decision. 

Consumers are not only willing to spend more on sustainability, but buy more at the same time
while increasing referral rates over 6X compared to conventionally marketed products.

Sustainability is not a one-off category. It enhances brand images, resonates with customers, increases
retention, decreases turnover, and contributes to overall societal and environmental health.



Let's Replace Plastic Together.

www.celisebioproducts.com





A Report by NYU stern csb found that sustainably-marketed
products are growing in annual sales volume



Retailer Target in 2017 announced five new sustainable packaging goals,
citing customer expectations as the primary inspiration. One goal, to
eliminate polystyrene, serves both the purpose of lessening ocean plastic
contamination, as well as easing the burden on customers to try to figure
out how to recycle it.

Another goal is to add the How2Recycle label to more Target packaging,
so it is easier for customers to know exactly how to recycle each piece of
packaging. Since the goals were announced, Target saw revenue grow
from $69.5 billion in 2017 to $75.36 billion in 2019, an 8% increase that is
now doing over $90 billion in revenue since 2020.

A Retail Case Study: Target & Systemic Change


